
Circulation and Movement Workshop 

Summary 
The August 28, 2014 General Plan Workshop was held in North Hall of the Stockton Memorial Auditorium 
from 6:00 to approximately 7:30 pm. There were approximately 60 participants in attendance in addition to 
City staff. Each participant was given ten tickets and asked to “spend” them on each of the priority categories 
by inserting the ticket into a bag beneath the poster identifying the category. In addition, the participants 
were encouraged to write notes and stick them to the posters to expand or clarify their thoughts on the 
category. The following table shows the distribution of the 589 received tickets.  

 

As shown above, the participants showed a strong preference for non-automotive modes of transportation, as 
fewer than 18% of the tickets were spent on auto-related categories (Widened Roads, Parking Supply and 
Fees, Traffic Calming, or Alternative Fuel Stations). This does not necessarily show a bias against auto-related 
categories, but rather suggests lower interest or priority in addressing these topics regardless of any particular 
outcome. That said, most of the comments left for these categories were decidedly negative towards enhanced 
investments to enhance auto infrastructure or otherwise promote auto travel. The only arguable exceptions 
were the comments left for Parking Supply and Fees, which generally described parking meters as deterrents 
to visiting downtown, suggesting that auto travel is still a dominant means of getting to downtown Stockton.  
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The exercise also suggested that there is a strong appetite improvements to pedestrian and bicycle 
infrastructure and to broaden access to mass transit within and beyond the City of Stockton. Fully 19% of all 
tickets were spent on Pedestrian Sidewalks and Walkability and the comments left addressed areas beyond 
Downtown Stockton and other traditional pedestrian areas. The top three of the eleven categories (Pedestrian 
Sidewalks and Walkability, Mass Transit, and Cycling for Commuting) received 47% of all spent tickets.  

In conclusion, the workshop was well attended and the participants expressed a fairly straightforward 
preference for focus and priority on pedestrian and bicycle movement, access and infrastructure for the 
disabled on public sidewalks, reduction in emphasis on auto movement, expansion of mass transit 
opportunities, and investment in established neighborhoods.  

The following comments were submitted by workshop participants: 

Pedestrian Sidewalks and Walkability 
“Provide complete sidewalks in areas of South Stockton, around schools.” 

“Make every single street in Stockton safe to walk on. Pave every sidewalk with curb cuts!” 

“Street lights that work.” 

“Lack of crosswalks seriously impedes walkability” 

“Encourage outdoor, local events downtown in existing public places.” 

“Increase walkability with traffic calming and bike infrastructure. Make Miner Avenue more pedestrian 
friendly” 

Mass Transit 
“Provide bus routes to health care organizations.” 

“I’m stuck at home on the weekend, no bus. My niece lost her job because the bus stops so early.” 

“Many routes don’t abut to residential neighborhoods. This makes the initial distant to the first stop 
prohibitive” 

“Need more busses on weekends and need busses on holidays. How are people supposed to go anywhere? It 
needs to end later.” 

Cycling for Commuting 
“Commuting and Recreating paths are not mutually exclusive.” 

“Can we make our City more bike friendly, like Davis, California?” 

“More bike infrastructure directly leads to more economic development, higher property values and higher 
sales tax receipts! More lanes for bikes is a no brainer! Also, fairly inexpensive.” 

“Need to create a biking culture to increase bicyclists. Also, safer routes.” 

“Provide bike lanes and dividers from roads to make them safer.” 



“Bike parking downtown in garages! Can’t commute with a bike without protected racks.” 

“What happened to the Bicycle Plan? Too much planning – no courage to implement!” 

“+ bikes, - cars.” 

“Excess capacity on Hammer and March built for future LOS demand should be converted to protected bike 
lanes.” 

“Consider bike boulevard model.” 

“Please consider children’s commute to school.” 

Streetscapes 
“Start small!! Weed and pave sidewalks on EVERY street in Stockton.” 

“A beautiful city will get more people out and instill pride because it will show we care. We don’t feel that 
now.” 

“Stockton has a fabulous climate and people like to be outside. People like to be where there is activity. Create 
beautiful streetscapes and encourage lot of safe pedestrian friendly districts and people will flock there.” 

“Downtown cannot be revitalized until we have walkable street (pedestrian friendly).” 

Cycling for Recreation 
“Take advantage of local creeks! Make Thornton beautiful. Think American River trail in Sacramento!” 

“Need secure bike racks.” 

“Safe bike paths would be fantastic – that lead to destination points would be even better. The Calaveras path 
is a good start if it was clean, safe and had additional paths around it.” 

“Build more off-road bike trails please.” 

Regional Transit 
“Fast and frequent (trains) mass transit to the major hubs will encourage use – into San Francisco and San 
Jose.” 

“Need a DIRECT route to SF Bay Area, at least expanded commuter bus service.” 

“Need better Amtrak service, consolidate passenger trains at Cabral station. Help ACE become awesome.” 

Widened Roads 
“This would be a waste of money. Please don’t widen roads and create induced demand. Widened roads = 
more VMT, higher C02, etc.” 

“Widening roads may induce more automobile traffic (which is the opposite direction that transportation 
policy and investment should prioritize).” 



Parking Supply and Fees 
“Parking meters are a way of keeping folks out of downtown.” 

“Parking meters that take credit/debit cards would be nice.” 

“Parking meters/cost of parking/non-availability of easy/free parking is a huge impediment to development of 
apartments and restaurants and businesses downtown. Compare with Miracle Mile.” 

“Usually don’t have change. Keeps me from downtown.” 

“Parking meters hinder downtown. Yes! People don’t carry cash anymore.” 

“Donald Shoup ‘The High Cost of Free Parking’.” 

“I don’t mind paying to park, but need more 2+ hours parking. 30 minute parking hinders offices downtown 
and professionals meeting and working downtown. 30 minute is fine in front of a dry cleaner, coffee shop, 
etc. but not offices, etc.” 

“Downtown has excessive parking capacity. More is not needed. Infill mixed use development needs parking 
requirements reduced or waived.” 

Traffic Calming 
“These bumps really helped our street (near a school).” 

“Slows traffic, but is a nuisance.” 

“Provide safe access to schools by biking or walking to school.” 

“Too much calming already.” 

“Please consider taking one way streets and converting them back to two-way. Specifically, Center, El 
Dorado, Park and Oak Streets. It would make Downtown much more walkable.” 

“Big issue in South Stockton and Don Road in North Stockton – due to speeding.” 

Alternative Fuel Stations 
“Note: Include charging stations for handicapped chairs.” 

Other Ideas and Thoughts 
“We need to have a way to get from one side of the Channel to the other so the South side of same can work 
with the arena et. al on the north side.” 

“Do not subsidize transportation infrastructure to fringe or leap frog development. Invest in existing 
neighborhoods, business corridors and revitalizing downtown.” 

“Transit-oriented development – more compact communities, - walkable communities, -good public spaces, - 
mixed use, - density!” 

“Need water transportation. Need fixed route transportation with special trains. e.g. Gondolas.” 
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